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ABSTRACT The higher the chemical diversity and structural complexity of two-dimensional (2D) materials, the higher the likelihood they possess unique and useful properties. Herein, density functional theory (DFT) is used to predict the existence of two new families of 2D ordered, carbides (MXenes), M2+M′xC2 and M′2MxC2, where M′ and M″ are two different early transition metals. In these solids, M′ layers sandwich M″ carbide layers. By synthesizing Mo2TiC2T00, Mo2TiAlC2T00, and Cr2TiC2T00 (where T is a surface termination), we validated the DFT predictions. Since the Mo and Cr atoms are outside, they control the 2D flakes’ chemical and electrochemical properties. The latter was proven by showing quite different electrochemical behavior of Mo2TiC2T00 and Ti3C2T00. This work further expands the family of 2D materials, offering additional choices of structures, chemistries, and ultimately useful properties.
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Two-dimensional (2D) materials offer high specific surface areas, as well as electronic structures and properties that differ from their bulk counterparts. They also provide easy-to-assemble building blocks for nanoscale architectures.1,2 Graphene is the most studied 2D material,3–5 but other 2D solids, such as metal oxides and hydroxides, dichalcogenides, hexagonal boron nitride, silicene, and others are garnering increasing attention.1,2,6–10 2D transition metal oxides (TMO) are promising for many applications varying from electronics11 to electrochemical energy storage.12,13 By moving toward increasing complexity and diversity, unique combinations of properties can be achieved.

About 4 years ago, we discovered a new class of 2D transition metal carbides and nitrides (Figure 1a) we labeled MXenes,14–16 because they are obtained by selectively etching the A-layers from their 3D layered, parent compounds the M0n−1AXn, or MAX, phases, where M is an early transition metal, A is an A-group element, such as Al or Si, X is carbon and/or nitrogen, and n is 1–3.17 The MXenes synthesized to date include Ti3C2T00, V2CT00, Nb2CT00, Nb2C3T00, and Ta2C3T00.16 In this notation, T00 represents surface groups, mostly O, OH, and F. Solid solutions, such as Ti3CNT00 (Ti0.5 Nb0.5)2CT00 and (V0.5 Cr0.5)2CT00, have been reported, in which the two transition elements are believed to randomly occupy the M-sites.16 MXenes with other M elements such as Sc, Zr, Hf and Mo have been predicted.18–20

MXenes offer a unique combination of metallic conductivity and hydrophilicity, and have already showed promise as electrodes for supercapacitors,21 Li–S batteries,22 and Li, Na- and K-ion batteries,23,24,25,26 partially due to a low metal diffusion barrier on their surfaces.25,26 MXenes are also predicted to have high capacities for multivalent ions such as Ca2+27–29, Mg2+21, and Al3+24, and are being explored in many other applications.

In 2014, Liu et al. discovered an ordered M3AX2 structure, Cr2TiAlC2,28 in which a Ti-layer is sandwiched between two outer Cr carbide layers in a M3AX2 structure. Very recently, we synthesized the first MAX phase with Mo-Al bonds, viz. Mo2TiAlC2,29 wherein Mo-layers sandwiched TiC2 layers. In short, a new class of ordered MAX phases...
is emerging. Their discovery is crucial for the potential expansion of MXene family since they can result in numerous ordered layered 2D structures and MXene chemistries that were not possible previously. However, this discovery does not automatically imply that the corresponding MXenes are realizable because it is not known if the carbide layers are stable in the 2D state when released from the parent MAX phase. Even if the ordered compounds are structurally and energetically stable, they need to survive the etching process. The goal of this article is to demonstrate the existence of ordered double-transition metal 2D carbides.

Herein, we use density functional theory (DFT) to predict the stability of over 20 new, ordered, double-M MXenes, viz. $M_2M'C_2$ and $M'^2M''C_3$ (Figure 1b), where $M'$ (outer layer metal) and $M''$ (inner layer metal) are Ti, V, Nb, Ta, or Mo. In all cases, the C atoms occupy the octahedral sites between the $M'$–$M''$ layers. Each $M'M''X$ene can, in turn, have multiple surface termination groups, $T$—such as F, O, or OH—greatly expanding their varieties (Figure 1c). Of these, we synthesized Mo$_2$TiC$_2$, Mo$_2$TaC$_2$, and Cr$_2$TiC$_2$, and showed them to be ordered directly in high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscope (HR STEM) images. We also explored the potential of Mo$_2$TiC$_2$, in electrochemical energy storage and showed that its electrochemical behavior is quite different from Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Theoretical Prediction of Double Transition Metal MXenes.** We begin by presenting the results of our DFT calculations (see Materials and Methods section for details). Using Mo–Ti containing phases as a case study, we start with Mo$_2$TiC$_2$. The energy differences between a fully ordered Mo$_2$TiC$_2$ configuration (inset on far left in Figure 2a) and partially ordered configurations (middle and right insets in Figure 2a and Supporting Information, Figure S1) are plotted in Figure 2a. These results unequivocally show that the ordered Mo$_2$TiC$_2$, with a Mo–Ti–Mo stacking, has the lowest energy. Moreover, the total energy of Mo$_2$TiC$_2$ increases almost linearly as the fraction of Mo atoms in the middle layer increases.

The same calculations were repeated for several other $M'$ and $M''$ elements in various $M'^2M''C_3$ compositions and select results are shown in Figure 2b. Supporting Information, Figure S2 plots the entire set. On the basis of these figures, it is clear that the stability depends on the elements chosen. Thus, at 0 K, the following MXenes prefer to be in a fully ordered state: Mo$_2$TiC$_2$, Mo$_2$VC$_2$, Mo$_2$TaC$_2$, Mo$_2$NbC$_2$, Cr$_2$TiC$_2$, Cr$_2$VC$_2$, Cr$_2$TaC$_2$, Cr$_2$NbC$_2$, Ti$_2$NbC$_2$, Ti$_2$TaC$_2$, V$_2$TaC$_2$ and V$_2$TiC$_2$. The following four MXenes, Nb$_2$VC$_2$, Ta$_2$TiC$_2$, Ta$_2$VC$_2$ and Nb$_2$TiC$_2$, are more stable in their partially ordered, than in their fully ordered, state (Figure 2b).

For the $M_2M'C_2$ compositions, there are two fully ordered structures, $M_2M'C_2$ and $M_2M'C_2$ (see Supporting Information, Figure S3). The energy differences between select pairs of fully ordered structures are plotted in Figure 2c, in such a way that the more stable MXene is at 100% (for the full set, see Supporting Information, Figure S2b). Here again, the energy of the system increases monotonically from one ordered configuration to the other. On the basis of these results, we predict that, at 0 K in the absence of terminations, Mo$_2$TiC$_2$, Mo$_2$V$_2$C$_3$, Mo$_2$Nb$_2$C$_3$, Mo$_2$Ta$_2$C$_3$, Cr$_2$Ti$_2$C$_3$, Cr$_2$V$_2$C$_3$, Cr$_2$Nb$_2$C$_3$, Cr$_2$Ta$_2$C$_3$, Nb$_2$Ta$_2$C$_3$, Ti$_2$Nb$_2$C$_3$, Ti$_2$Ta$_2$C$_3$, V$_2$Ta$_2$C$_3$ and V$_2$Ti$_2$C$_3$ are ordered.

Since, by our definition the first element in the formula is on the surface, their opposite configurations (e.g., Ti$_2$Mo$_2$C$_3$, V$_2$Cr$_2$C$_3$, etc.) are higher in energy. From the totality of these results one can infer two important generalization concerning ordering. The Mo and Cr atoms avoid the middle layers, whereas the Ta and Nb, when given the chance, avoid the outer ones. It is important to know that the inclusion of entropy and/or surface terminations in these calculations could affect the degree of order.

To further explore the driving forces for ordering, we calculated the formation energies of various single M$_3$C$_2$ and M$_5$C$_3$ structures, from their elements (Table 1). These results indicate that Mo$_3$C$_2$ and...
Mo2C is highly unstable and are thus unlikely to be synthesized. These results do not mean that Mo–C bonds are unstable but rather that the Mo and C atoms avoid, at all costs, to stack in a face centered cubic (fcc) arrangement characteristic of the Mo2C layers. DFT calculations have shown that hexagonal molybdenum carbides are more stable than their rock salt counterparts. Consequently, if Mo3C2 and Mo4C3 are formed, Mo and C would be in fcc arrangement, which makes them energetically less preferable. By adding an element that favors the fcc arrangement with C, viz. Ti, the Mo layers avoid the fcc arrangement with the C atoms, forming Mo2Ti2C3 and Mo2TiC2 instead. Consistent with this notion is that most binary Mo-carbide phases are hexagonal. The same notion explains why the Cr atoms (Table 1) also prefer the outside of the Mo2C layers.

To shed light on effects of chemistry on the electronic properties of Mo2TiC2Xn and its end members as a function of T where T = OH, O and F, we carried out further DFT calculations and plotted the projected and concomitant increases in the F and O signals (see Supporting Information, Table S2), implying that our MXene surfaces are O, OH and F terminated. The MXene yield was close to 100%.

A comparison of the XRD patterns of Mo2TiAlC2 before—lower red pattern, Figure 4a—and after etching and delamination (middle green and top blue patterns, respectively, in Figure 4a) clearly shows that all peaks belonging to Mo2TiAlC2 were replaced by (0001) peaks belonging to Mo2TiC2Xn. These peaks broaden and downshift to lower angles, which is due to the presence of intercalated water and, quite possibly, the large c-LPs, increases upon etching are due to the presence of additional water layers between the MXene sheets, like in Nb4C3T17 and Nb2C1T16.33

The widening of the (0001) peaks is related to domain size reduction along [0001] due to the etching process. That the c-LP increases further after delamination (compare middle and top patterns in Figure 4a) most probably reflects the presence of additional water layers between the MXene sheets, like in Nb2C1T16.33

It is important to note here that the (1120) peak, around 62°, is present after etching (compare green and red in Figure 4a), but disappears after delamination (top blue pattern in Figure 4a). On the basis of our previous work, this indicates that etching alone does not necessarily disrupt the stacking along nonbasal directions. The disappearance of this peak upon delamination proves that when the delaminated layers

---

**Figure 2.** Predicted stability of M′M′′Xenes based on DFT calculations. (a) Total energy diagram of Mo2TiC2 monolayer as a function of Ti concentration in the middle layer, relative to fully ordered Mo2TiC2. The open symbols are the calculated total energies for both ordered and disordered Mo2TiC2 configurations. For all concentrations, the lowest energy configurations (squares) correspond to the most ordered configuration calculated. The black line is a guide for the eye for the lowest energy configuration of each composition. Insets show the stable structures of Mo2TiC2 monolayers with 100%, 50%, and 0% Ti in the middle layer (Ti atoms are green, Mo atoms are red, and C atoms are black). The stable structure of Mo2Ti2C3 monolayers is shown in Figure 4d. (b and c) Total energy diagrams of calculated M′′M′′′C′′ (b) and M′′′M′′′C′′ (c) M′′′M′′Xenes.

**TABLE 1.** Formation Energies (eV/atom) from Their Elements of Select M2C2 and M4C3 Unterminated MXenes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>formation energy (eV/atom)</th>
<th>transition metal (M)</th>
<th>unterminated MXenes</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Ta</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2C2</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>-0.254</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M4C3</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>-0.582</td>
<td>-0.226</td>
<td>-0.259</td>
<td>-0.092</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Synthesis of Double Transition Metal MXenes.** On the basis of these predictions, we chose to synthesize Mo2TiC2, Mo2Ti2C2 and Cr2TiC2 not only because they would serve as typical examples of ordered M′′M′′′C′′ and M′′′M′′′C′′, but also because neither Mo- nor Cr-based single-transition metal MXenes exist to date. Synthesis of the MXenes followed published protocols (see Materials and Methods).

In agreement with the disappearance of the MAX phase peaks in the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns after etching (Figure 4a,b), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) confirmed a significant drop in the Al signals and concomitant increases in the F and O signals (see Supporting Information, Table S2), implying that our MXene surfaces are O, OH and F terminated. The MXene yield was close to 100%.
are restacked they do so randomly, while still maintaining crystallographic ordered along [000l]. The exact same conclusions can be reached for Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_3$ (Figure 4b). In this case, the $c$-LP of the starting Mo$_2$Ti$_2$AlC$_3$ powder is about 23.6 Å (bottom pattern in Figure 4b) and increases to 34.6 Å after delamination (top pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (middle pattern in Figure 4b), with that of the etched sample (Figure 4e,f). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the parent MAX phases (Figure 4e,j), and their MXenes (Figure 4f,k) confirm the 3D to 2D transformation in both materials, as schematically shown in Figure 4c,d. So do HR STEM images of Mo$_2$TiAlC$_2$ and Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$ shown in Figure 4, panels g and h, respectively. In the former, the Mo—Ti layers are interleaved with Al layers; in the latter, the Al is absent. The atomic ordering of the Mo and Ti layers was confirmed by EDX mapping (Supporting Information, Figure S4), in which a layer of Ti (green) is sandwiched between two Mo layers (red). Lower magnification TEM image of Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$ layers is shown in Supporting Information, Figure S6a.

A comparison of the HR STEM images of Mo$_2$Ti$_2$AlC$_3$ (Figure 4l) and Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x$ (Figure 4m,n) again clearly evidence the removal of the Al layers by etching. The ordering of the Mo and Ti atoms, confirmed by EDX mapping (Supporting Information, Figure S4), is highlighted by red and green circles, respectively, in Figure 4l,m. After etching, the gaps between the MXene layers along [0001] are no longer as evenly spaced as they were in the parent phase (compare Figure 4g,h, or Figure 4l,n). A low-magnification TEM image of the Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_3$ layers is shown in Supporting Information, Figure S6b.

When Cr$_2$TiAlC$_2$ powders were etched in 6 M HCl with 5 mol equiv of LiF, for 42 h at 55 °C, a characteristic MXene peak emerged (Supporting Information, Figure S7), presumably that of Cr$_2$TiC$_2$T$_x$. The $c$-LP was 24.3 Å. However, in contrast to Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x$ (Figure 4a), we were not able to achieve 100% yield (see Supporting Information, Table S2), and completely rid the etched powders of the parent MAX phase. The same was true of Mo$_2$Ti$_2$AlC$_3$ (Figure 4b). Consequently, we focused the electrochemical work described below on the purest of the three, viz. Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x$.

Previous studies have shown that MXenes multilayers could be delaminated to single, or few-layer, MXene flakes by intercalation and sonication. Here, Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x$ was delaminated by first intercalating dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) between the layers, followed by sonication in water, as shown schematically in Figure 5a. After delamination, a stable Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x$ colloidal solution was obtained (Figure 5b), which, in turn, was used to form freestanding conductive Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x$ paper (Figure 5c,d) by vacuum-assisted filtration.

**Electrochemistry of Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x**. Since Ti$_2$C$_2$T$_x$, Ti$_2$CT$_x$, and other MXenes have previously shown promising performance in energy storage devices, we tested Mo$_2$Ti$_2$C$_x$T$_x$ paper as electrodes for Li-ion batteries (LIBs). To prove that the Mo-layers are at the surface
and dictate the surface properties, we compared the electrochemical properties of Mo₂TiC₂ to those of Ti₃C₂Tex. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves (Supporting Information, Figure 8a) show that much of the lithiation...
happens at voltages less than $\sim 0.6$ V vs Li/Li$^+$. However, and although there is a broad peak at $\sim 1.3$ V during charging, delithiation continues up to a voltage of 3 V. A crucial and important distinction between previous and current results is the fact that here 85% of the total capacity is below 1 V compared to <66% for Nb$_2$CT$_{17}$. The discharge profile for a sample tested at a rate of C/10 (Figure 6a) shows a voltage plateau starting at about 0.6 V, consistent with the appearance a discharge peak in the CVs (Supporting Information, Figure S8a). The first cycle discharge and charge capacities, at C/10, are about 311 and 269 mA h g$^{-1}$, respectively, which translates to a Coulombic efficiency of 86%. The reason for this initial irreversible capacity is to be studied. After a few cycles, however, the Coulombic efficiency approaches 100% (Figure 6b). The first cycle irreversible capacities reported here (14% at C/10 and 27% at 1 C) are significantly lower than the 45%/60% reported for other MXenes.$^{14,17,23}$ At 1 C, the Mo$_2$TiC$_2$ electrode showed a stable capacity of about 176 mA h g$^{-1}$ at the second cycle and retains about 82% of this capacity after 160 cycles (Figure 6b). About 92% of the capacity of 260 mA h g$^{-1}$ is retained after 25 cycles at C/10. At both rates, Coulombic efficiencies higher than 97% were observed after the first cycle.

The fact that Mo$_2$TiC$_2$ and Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ are isostructural and only differ in the nature of their surface atoms, and yet exhibit significantly difference electrochemical behavior, is indirect evidence that the Ti atoms do not play a major role in the electrochemical behavior of Mo$_2$TiC$_2$T$_x$ and the latter acts as a pure Mo MXene.

To understand why Mo$_2$TiC$_2$T$_x$ and Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ behave differently, we compared Li adsorption on OH- and O-terminated Mo$_2$TiC$_2$, Mo$_3$C$_2$, and Ti$_3$C$_2^\alpha$ (Table 2) and show that Li would rather adsorb onto the O terminations than the OH-ones. The fact that the adsorption energies for Mo$_2$TiC$_2$T$_x$ and Mo$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ surfaces are comparable and lower than those for Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$.

#### Table 2. Calculated Li Adsorption Energies (eV/atom) of OH- and O-Terminated Mo$_2$TiC$_2$, Mo$_3$C$_2$, and Ti$_3$C$_2^\alpha$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MXene composition</th>
<th>Li adsorption energy (eV/atom)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface termination</td>
<td>Mo$_2$TiC$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>$-1.63$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note similarity between the two Mo-containing MXenes.*
confirms that the Mo-outer layers dominate the surface properties. Given that Mo2C2T is unstable (Table 1), the utility of having the ordered phases becomes clear.

The estimated theoretical Li capacity is 43 and 181 mA·h g⁻¹ for OH- and O-terminated Mo2TiC2, respectively. Since the capacity of the OH-terminated Mo2TiC2 is much smaller than the measured one (~150 mA·h g⁻¹), the lithiation should occur on the O terminations. Previous studies have shown that OH termination on MXene surfaces can be converted to O termination with metal ion adsorption. Therefore, the following lithiation reaction can be envisioned after the first step:

\[ \text{M}^+ \text{M}^{\text{C}} \text{C}_2 \text{O}_2 + 2\text{Li}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Li}_2 \text{M}^+ \text{M}^{\text{C}} \text{C}_2 \text{O}_2 \] (1)

Although the predicted Li capacity of Mo2TiC2O2 is close to experiments (~150 mA·h g⁻¹), the lithium insertion into interlayer spacing of MXene sheets should occur at ~1.6 V vs Li/Li⁺, which is much higher than the voltage where much of the lithiation happens (~0.6 V vs Li/Li⁺). Further simulations suggest that a conversion reaction:

\[ \text{Li}_2 \text{M}^+ \text{M}^{\text{C}} \text{C}_2 \text{O}_2 + 2\text{Li}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{M}^+ \text{M}^{\text{C}} \text{C}_2 + 2\text{Li}_2 \text{O} \] (2)

may also be possible. The enthalpy changes for eq 2 are -0.74, -0.87, and +0.54 eV/formula unit for Mo2TiC2O2, Mo2C2O2, and Ti3C2O2, respectively. Clearly, the reaction is energetically favorable for Mo-based MXenes, but not for Ti3C2O2. Thus, below 0.7 V vs Li/Li⁺, reaction eq 2 should occur in Mo2TiC2O2. The behavior of Mo-based MXenes resembles that of other Mo-based materials. The lithiation in Mo-based MXenes can be described by a two-step mechanism: stage I happens up to a potential of 1.6 V and stage II corresponds to potentials below 0.6 V. This mechanism may well explain why: (i) a voltage plateau is obtained in the Mo-case, and (ii) the voltage profiles of Ti3C2T are different from Mo2TiC2T. With the extra Li ions, the theoretical Li capacity of Mo2TiC2O2 increases to 356 mA·h g⁻¹. The latter value assumes that only one Li layer intercalates between the MXene layers. If more than one layer can intercalate, the theoretical capacity could be significantly higher (e.g., doubled, if a double-layer of Li formed between the MXene sheets, etc.).

Similar to other MXenes, adsorption is not limited to Li. The adsorption energies of Li⁺, Na⁺, K⁺, Cs⁺, Mg²⁺, Ca²⁺, and Al³⁺ ions on Mo2TiC2(OH)2, Mo2C2(OH)2, and Ti3C2(OH)2 surfaces were computationally investigated. For the OH terminated surfaces, only Cs⁺ is stable (Supporting Information, Figure S9a). The rest presumably react with the OH terminations releasing H2 and converting to O-terminated flakes. When the same cations were absorbed onto Mo2C2O2, Mo2C2O2, and Ti3C2O2 surfaces (i.e., assuming eq 1 was operative), the opposite was observed (Supporting Information, Figure 9b): Cs⁺ was unstable, all the rest (with the exception of Al³⁺) on Ti3C2O2 were stable.

Lastly, the enthalpy changes, at 0 K, assuming eq 2 is operative, for the various cations on the Mo2TiC2O2, Mo2C2O2, and Ti3C2O2 surfaces (Supporting Information, Figure S9c) suggest that reaction 2 is operative for Mo2TiC2O2 for all cations except Na⁺ and K⁺. Said otherwise, Mo2TiC2O2 could, in principle, be used as an electrode in Mg²⁺, Ca²⁺, and Al³⁺-ion batteries.

Because Ti3C2T has shown exceptional capacitance in aqueous electrolytes, we tested the capacitive behavior of Mo2TiC2T ‘paper’ in 1 M H2SO4. While Mo is heavier than Ti and a lower gravimetric capacitance is expected, this difference in atomic weights should not significantly affect the volumetric capacitances. At potentials between ~0.1 and 0.4 V, the CV curves obtained (Figure 6c) were more rectangular compared to those previously reported for Ti3C2T. The working potential window also shifted by about 0.2 V to more positive potentials. The charge is expected to be stored by intercalated cations and possibly redox contributions from changes in the Mo oxidation state, similar to MoO2. At a scan rate of 2 mV s⁻¹, the volumetric capacitance was calculated to be 413 F cm⁻³ and 78% of this capacitance was retained at 100 mV s⁻¹ for a 3 μm thick film (Supporting Information, Figure S10a). Increasing the film thickness to 12 μm reduced the volumetric capacitance to 342 F cm⁻³ at a scan rate of 2 mV s⁻¹ and 167 F cm⁻³ at a scan rate of 100 mV s⁻¹. Galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD) tests at a 1 A g⁻¹ current density showed perfect triangular shapes with negligible IR drops at the beginning of the charge and discharge cycles (inset in Figure 6d). GCD tests also showed no degradation in performance of the electrodes after 10,000 cycles (Figure 6d). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests show a near ideal behavior of the electrodes at low frequencies, with close to vertical slope of the Nyquist plots (Supporting Information, Figure S10b). There is no reason to believe that the high values reported in this work cannot be further improved by selecting other MXenes.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we predict that at 0 K, at least 26 ordered, double-M 2D carbides (M'M'Xene) should be stable. On the basis of the DFT calculations, we identified two general trends for the stabilities of these ordered MXenes. The first is that M-elements whose binary carbides do not crystallize in the rock salt structure, like Mo and Cr, avoid the center layers. The opposite is true for Nb and Ta; they prefer the middle layers. The relative stabilities of these compounds and their ordering could shift when entropy and surface terminations are taken into account. To verify DFT predictions, we synthesized Mo2TiC2T, Mo2TiC2T, and Cr2TiC2T, and showed the electrochemical response of Mo2TiC2T to be dominated by the surface Mo layers.
Lastly, we also expect nitrides and carbonitrides to show similar self-organizational behavior, further increasing the number of MXenes. It is reasonable to assume that the layering due to different sizes of M atoms will be even more pronounced in theoretically predicted MXene nanotubes,41 where placing smaller atoms in the inner layer will decrease strain and stress, increasing nanotube stability. Thus, numerous new structures with different transition metals in outer and inner layers and various surface terminations are possible, greatly expanding the family of MXenes in particular and 2D materials in general.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis of MAX Phases. The Mo-based MAX phases were synthesized by ball milling Mo, Ti, Al and graphite powder (all from Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA), with mesh sizes of ~250, ~325, ~325, and ~300, respectively, for 18 h using zirconia balls in plastic jars. The Mo/Ti/Al/C molar ratios were 2:1:1.1.2 and 2:2:1.3.2.7 for the Mo2TiAlC2 and Mo2Ti2AlC3, respectively. Powder mixtures were heated in covered alumina crucibles at 5 °C/min to 1600 °C and held for 4 h under flowing argon. After cooling, the porous compacts were milled using a TiN-coated milling ball and sieved through a 400 mesh sieve, producing powders with a particle size <38 μm. Notably, this is the first report on the existence of the Mo2Ti2AlC3 phase. Cr2TiAlC2 was synthesized by heating an elemental mixture of Cr, Ti, Al and C at 1500 °C for 1 h under Ar flow. Further details can be found in Supporting Information.

Synthesis of MXenes. Two grams of Mo2TiAlC2 or Mo2Ti2AlC3 powders were added, over ~60 s, to 20 ml of 48~51% aqueous HF solution and held at ambient temperature (55 °C for Mo2TiAlC2) for 48 h (90 h for Mo2Ti2AlC3) while stirring with a magnetic Teflon coated bar, rotating at 200 rpm. The mixtures were washed 5 times by adding distilled water, shaking for 1 min, centrifuging at 3500 rpm for 120 s for each cycle and finally decanted. After the last centrifugation, the pH of the supernatant was >6. The final product was mixed with distilled water and filtered on a membrane (3501 Coated PP, Celgard, Charlotte, NC). Cr2TiC2 synthesis is described in Supporting Information.

Preparation and Testing of LIB Electrodes. Electrodes were prepared by mixing the MXene powders, carbon black and 10 wt % polyvinylidene fluoride dissolved in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (all from Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) in a 80:10:10 ratio by weight. The mixture was coated onto a copper foil using a doctor blade and dried under vacuum at 140 °C for 24 h. Coin cells were assembled using Li foil and two layers of Celgard separators. The electrolyte was 1 M solution of LiPF6 in a 1:1 mixture of ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate. Electrochemical studies were performed using a potentiostat (VMP3, Biological, France).

Delamination of Mo2TiC2T and Preparation of MXene ‘Paper’. About 1 g of multilayered Mo2TiC2T powder was mixed with 10 ml of DMSO and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The resulting colloidal suspension was centrifuged to separate the intercalated powder from the liquid DMSO. After decantation of the supernatant, 100 ml of deionized water was added to the residue and the mixture was sonicated for 1 h, before centrifuging it for 1 h at 3500 rpm. Lastly, the supernatant was decanted and filtered, using a Celgard membrane, and dried under vacuum.

Electrochemical Capacitor Fabrication and Testing. Electrodes based on multilayered Mo2TiC2T were prepared by rolling a mixture of Mo2TiC2T powders, acetylene carbon black (Alfa Aesar) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) binder (60 wt % solution in water, Aldrich, St. Louis MO). Rolled films (~80 μm thick) were punched into 10 mm discs. The delaminated Mo2TiC2T ‘paper’ was tested in 1 M H2SO4 electrolyte using 3-electrode Swagelok cells, where the MXene served as working electrode, an overcapacitive activated carbon film was used as a counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl in 1 M KCl was the reference electrode.

Microstructural Characterization. XRD was carried out on a Rigaku Smartlab (Tokyo, Japan) diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (40 kV and 44 mA); step scan 0.02°, 3°~80° 2θ range, step time of 7 s; 10 × 10 mm2 window slit. Ten wt % of silicon powder was added to the MAX powders as an internal standard. A SEM (Zeiss Supra 50VP, Germany) equipped with EDX (Oxford Inca X-Sight, Oxfordshire, U.K.) was used. HR STEM and EDX analyses were carried out with a double corrected FEI Titan 3 operated at 300 kV, equipped with the Super-X EDX system. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) characterization was performed using a FEI Tecnai G2 TF20 UT field emission microscope at 200 kV and a point resolution of 0.19 nm. The specimens were prepared by embedding the powder in a Ti grid, reducing the Ti-grid thickness down to 50 μm via mechanical polishing and finally Ar+ ion milling to reach electron transparency.

Density Functional Theory Simulations. First-principles calculations were carried out using DFT42 and the all-electron projected augmented wave (PAW)43 method as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).44 A plane-wave cutoff energy of 580 eV is sufficient to ensure convergence of the total energies to 1 meV per primitive cell. For the exchange-correlation energy, we used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) version of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).45 Considering the strong correlation effects in transition metals, electronic structure calculations and structural relaxations were performed using a spin-dependent GGA plus Hubbard U (GGA + U)46 method. More details can be found in the Supporting Information.
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